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(in order of appearance) 

C< H' lin.it' >1 Bob Bnumijart 

Art Director: J.J. Stelmach • Literary/Editorial Supervision: Nancy Lee Swift. Jane T. Brier 

Aunt Eller. .Mary Wickes 

Curly. .Laurence Guittard 

Laurey. .Christine Andreas 

Ike Skidmore. .Robert Ray 

Slim. .Stephen Crain 

Will Parker. .Harry Groener 

Jud Fry. .Martin Vidnovic 
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Ali Hakim. .Bruce Adler 

Gertie Cummings. .Martha Traverse 

Andrew Carnes. .Philip Rash 

Cord Elam. .Nick Jolley 

i 

[T1 Overture 3:58 

l~2l Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’—Laurence Guittard 2:52 

l~3~| Laurey’s Entrance— Christine Andreas :19 

RJ The Surrey with the Fringe on Top—Laurence Guittard, 
Christine Andreas, Mary Wickes 4:32 

l~5~l Kansas City—Harry Groener, Mary Wickes, Men’s Chorus 1:57 

l~6~| I Cain’t Say No—Christine Ebersole 3:07 

m Many a New Day—Christine Andreas, Women’s Chorus 5:10 

nn It’s a Scandal! It’s a Outrage!—Bruce Adler, Men’s Chorus 2:44 

EH People Will Say We’re in Love—Christine Andreas, Laurence Guittard 4:15 

fiol Pore Jud Is Daid— Laurence Guittard, Martin Vidnovic 3:51 

[TTl Lonely Room—Martin Vidnovic 2:29 

R2I Out of My Dreams—Christine Andreas, Women’s Chorus 4:30 

EH The Farmer and the Cowman—Philip Rash, Mary Wickes, 
Harry Groener, Laurence Guittard, Nick Jolley, Robert Ray, 
Stephen Crain, Christine Ebersole, Ensemble 4:17 

[l4l All er Nuthin’—Christine Ebersole 3:35 

EH People Will Say We’re in Love (Reprise) 
Laurence Guittard, Christine Andreas 2:20 

EH Oklahoma 
Finale: Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’ (Rep rise) — Company 3:53 

Recording Engineer: Paul Goodman 

Recorded in RCA’s Studio A, January 7 1980 

Public performance clearance-ASCAP 



It is almost 37 years since 
that Thursday matinee when I 

first caught Oklahoma! It had 
opened the night before—March 31, 

1943—at the St. James Theatre in New 
York City to reviews that began with 

merely “truly delightful” and “wonderful,” 
then soared to new expressions of jubilant 

hyperbole. 
I, too, was overwhelmed—so much so that I 

was back at the St. James the following evening 
to make certain I hadn’t missed a blessed thing. 

All of us have come to realize, since, what a 
pioneer Oklahoma! was, what Oklahoma! 
did—changing the entire approach to musical 
theater; integrating plot, lyrics and melody; set¬ 
ting landmarks for creativity and craftsmanship. 

When The Theatre Guild suggested the musi¬ 
cal adaptation of their not-so-successful 
1931 play, Green Grow the Lilacs, to Richard 
Rodgers, he recognized the possibilities, and 
accepted. The Guild assumed he’d write it with 
Larry (Lorenz) Hart. But it was a most difficult 
time for Dick. Larry wasn’t healthy enough to 
want to work; he also didn’t think he was right 
for the project. Dick recruited Oscar Hammer- 
stein 2nd. 

Rodgers’ music was always, until then, 
urbane, smart, educated—more so, I felt, than 
even Cole Porter’s. When he switched from the 
wise and witty approach of Larry Hart to the 
very pure and honest outlook of Oscar Ham- 
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merstein, Dick’s style changed completely—to a 
manner of composing he hadn’t yet employed. 

Something natural flowed out of the new 
relationship. Remember that Rodgers had 
never written about the West before —but 
there’s no way to miss the Oklahoma aura in the 
freshness of the melodies and the rhythmic 
patterns. Hammerstein’s country-styled lyrics 
are just as spectacular. Somehow these two 
city-fellows created a perfect marriage of East 
and West. 

The musical, first titled Away We Go!, opened 
a try-out tour in New Haven to favorable reac¬ 
tions, but Broadway handicappers quipped: 
“No legs, no jokes, no chance.” A few changes 
were made while it was in Boston, and when it 
moved to New York it acquired the Oklahoma! 
title and the exclamation point. Opening night 
on Broadway was a triumph that launched the 
Rodgers & Hammerstein saga. That original 
production of Oklahoma! ran 2,212 perfor¬ 
mances, a record for its time. 

This new production, directed by Oscar’s 
son, William, opened at the Palace Theatre, 
December 13,1979. Reviewers reacted thus: “It 
is just as delightful, just as tuneful and just as 
much fun as it was back in 1943.”; “good- 
natured, zippy”; “staged brightly and lovingly”; 
“a show to freshen your heart”; “now delight¬ 
fully revived.” Walter Kerr of the New York 
Times saw it as “utterly unself-conscious about 
what it is doing.” 

Critics cheered the splendid cast, too. The 
voices are excellent, the re-play of Agnes De 
Mille’s choreography a joy. Jay Blackton, who 
conducted the original, is again in full charge of 
the music and the 1943 true-to-Rodgers or¬ 
chestrations by Robert Russell Bennett. 

There is insufficient space here to include the 
biographies of all contributors to this produc¬ 
tion. The professionalism is out of the ordinary 
and highlights the fact that this Oklahoma! has 
been created by a collaboration of talented 
artists. 

The cast album was recorded January 7, 
1980. Not only does it include all the Okla¬ 
homa! songs for the very first time, but the 
reprises and production techniques utilized 
make it the definitive cast recording of this 
musical. 

Since the story of Oklahoma! appears else¬ 
where here, let me speak to the individuality 
and accomplishment of the music: 

“Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’” is full of the 
spirit of sunshine —tender music, relaxed, 
peaceful, a perfect reflection of the time and 
place of the story. Still, the recognition factor 
that says “the Rodgers sound” to us comes clear 
when we hear the flatted 7th as the lyric reads 
“mornin’.” 

“The Surrey with the Fringe on Top” is no 
everyday expression, but it paints a compelling 
picture. The lyric had to be set first. The rhyth¬ 
mic pattern Rodgers composed made some¬ 
thing very special out of the descriptive list. 

Though “Kansas City” is a 6/8 song and the 
lyrics are natural-born Kansas, that immediately 
recognizable Rodgers touch is very evident in 
the jolly beat. 

His genius shines, too, in the lighter comedy 
songs—“I Cain’t Say No,” “It’s a Scandal! It’s a 
Outrage!” and “All er Nuthin’.” Each character is 
better defined by the particular music. In lesser 
hands than Rodgers’ it might have become the 
wrong sound. Clearly, each melody belonged 
there, only there—and anyone from Oklahoma 



knew it fit the spirit of the territory. 
“Many a New Day” followed Dick and 

Oscar’s working method—the use of the triplet 
at the opening, though, makes it seem as 
though the melody came first. 

“People Will Say We’re in Love” is a pure 
Rodgers ballad, written to those oh-so- 
observant Hammerstein words. The “release” is 
unadorned, too—a melody that doesn’t require 
harmonic invention, that can be played with 
one finger. It’s the kind of song one writes in his 
mind, not at the piano. It’s that direct. 

“Pore Jud Is Daid” is a wonderful example of 
a comedy song that comes out of character. It is 
dour, almost black humor—an innovative par¬ 
ody of a funeral march. 

“Lonely Room” is an aria, the first time 
Rodgers approached opera. Yet he kept it in 
less-than-an-octave range to accommodate the 
vocal limitations of Howard da Silva, the origi¬ 
nal Jud. 

“Out of My Dreams” is one of the most beau¬ 
tiful waltzes I’ve heard in my entire life. It was 
designed for dance, too. It adds to my convic¬ 
tion that Rodgers was truly “the waltz king.” 
Certainly he composed many of the most 
enchanting of all times. His early ones with 
Larry Hart (“Lover,” “Falling in Love with 
Love,” etc.) were very classical in concept. He 
took off where Strauss stopped and—I feel this 
strongly—surpassed him. 

“Oklahoma,” the title song, sounds country, 
an integral part of the western landscape. Yet 
Rodgers developed it out of a spontaneous cre¬ 
ation, free and beautiful, incredibly correct. He 
didn’t research, then adapt a country sound. He 
just composed his own, made his music live up 
to the name of the territory. 

There was one other song, “Boys and Girls 
Like You and Me,” completed for the show but 
never used: It is a warm, affectionate musical 
and lyrical statement but so endemic to Okla¬ 
homa! that Rodgers and Hammerstein never 
could find a proper spot for it in any of their 
other scores, with one slight exception: When 
their 1957 TV musical, Cinderella, was adapted 
for the stage in Cleveland (1961), it was added 
to that presentation. 

Richard Rodgers was blessed with two of the 
greatest lyric writers who ever lived—Larry Hart 
and Oscar Hammerstein. 

When Dick wrote with Larry, the words usu¬ 
ally came after the melody (though the lyrics of 
“The Lady Is a Tramp,” for one, were written 
first), and he’d have to lock Larry in a room and 
stay with him until the song was completed. 
Oscar’s manner of collaboration was just the 
opposite. He’d work alone until satisfied with 
his lyrics, then hand them to Dick to set the 
music. 

No one ever wrote a piece of music to 
already-written words better than Rodgers. He 
always made it sound as though the music was 
composed first. Words motivated him, quite like 
an actor is inspired by a script. I had the feeling, 
from my many discussions with Dick, that he 
didn’t have to use the piano to write his songs, 
that he had the melody pretty much in mind 
before he sat down. 

I’d already written two shows—High Button 
Shoes and Gentlemen Prefer Blondes—when I 
first met Dick Rodgers. When I produced the 
revival of Rodgers and Hart’s Pal doey in 1952, 
Dick helped out by coming to New Haven with 
us. There I saw the composer rehearse the 
orchestra while standing on stage. He had to 

hear the music the way the actors would, con¬ 
scious of their problems for maximum perfor¬ 
mance. It taught me a lot. 

Richard Rodgers was 77 years old when he 
died, December 30, 1979. He was one of a 
kind, a master of his art, a wonder of his times. 
All music. All theater. 

The more I listen, the more I am in awe of the 
uncluttered innocence of Dick’s music, the 
absolute rightness of all he wrote. He was my 
inspiration, my mentor, my friend. I am truly 
sorry he is gone. He did so much for all of us 
during his lifetime. And left a legacy that will do 
more, forevermore. 

Rodgers and Hammerstein 
at Oklahoma! rehearsals, 1943 

he action takes place in Indian territory 
(now Oklahoma) just after the turn of 
this century. 

ACT I 
“It is a radiant summer morning.... the kind of 
morning which, enveloping the shapes of earth- 
men, cattle in the meadow, blades of the young 
corn, streams—makes them seem to exist now for 
the first time, their images giving off a golden ema¬ 
nation that is partly true and partly a trick of the 
imagination, focusing to keep alive a loveliness 
that may pass away.”—Lynn Riggs 

Aunt Eller (Mary Wickes), a buxom, hearty 
woman, sits churning butter, looking out over the 
meadow. Curly (Laurence Guittard). a local ranch 
hand, comes sauntering by—Oh, What a Beauti¬ 
ful Mornin’. 

Curly really has come calling to invite Aunt Eller’s 
niece. Laurey (Christine Andreas), the girl he would 
marry, to the box social that night but tries hard not 
to express his honest feelings. When Laurey. who 
won’t admit how crazy she is about Curly, comes 
out of the house, the two argue back and forth 
about how much each doesn’t want anything to 



do with the other. Laurey wants to go to the party 
in style and says Curly can't escort her that way— 
The Surrey with the Fringe on Top. 

Ike Skidmore (Robert Ray) and Slim (Stephen 
Crain) come by to borrow Aunt Eller’s big wagon. 
Just then Will Parker (Harry Groener). a favorite 
young neighbor of Aunt Eller’s, drops by to tell about 
the high time he had at the fair in Kansas City. 

He also explains how he won the $50 Judge 
Andrew Carnes (Philip Rash), father of Ado Annie 
(Christine Ebersole). insisted he needed in order to 
marry her. 

When Jud Fry (Martin Vidnovic), Laurey’s hired 
hand, announces he’s taking her to the social. Curly, 
for spite, invites Aunt Eller to ride with him in the 
classy rig he has rented. After Curly leaves—and 
Jud goes back to his chores—Laurey begs Aunt 
Eller to ride with Jud and her. She’s really scared 
of him. too frightened to have turned him down. 
Laurey is convinced there’s “sumpin’ wrong inside” 
Jud —the dirty pictures tacked to his wall, the lecher¬ 
ous way he looks at her, his late-night meanderings. 

Ado Annie comes by and learns that Will Parker is 
home. While he was gone she kind of took up with 
the peddler-man Ali Hakim (Bruce Adler). She’s not 
always in complete control of her emotions when 
she’s with a man. but she sure does like to be kissed 
— I Cain’t Say No. Will’s return has confused 
Annie. She’s not sure now who she wants to marry. 
And what she certainly hasn’t figured out is that 
Ali’s propositions have never included any thought 
of marriage, at least not for him. 

When Ali shows up, he goes into his spiel, selling 
doodads, romantic elixirs, fancy unmentionables, 
et al.. to the ladies. He does just fine until Annie 
asks him straight out if he’s going to marry her. Ali, 
fortunately, doesn’t have to answer right away, 
because Will shows up to tell Annie he won the 
money her father said he needed —and bought her 
presents with it. 

The yard is now filled with lots of couples waiting 
for a ride to the box social. Laurey is still put out with 
Curly, and when he and the rest of the boys leave to 

help Aunt Eller with the hampers, she tells the other 
girls how little she cares—Many a New Day. 

Ali can’t shed the impression he’s made on Annie 
quite yet. When her father hears that Will spent the 
$50 on gifts, he takes aim at Ali for fooling around 
with his daughter. It’s marry Annie or else. Ali gets 
the message, but he is burning—It’s a Scandal! 
It’s a Outrage! 

Gertie Cummings (Martha Traverse) wants Curly 
to take her to the social. That doesn’t go down too 
well with Laurey. even though Laurey is still being 
coy about her feelings. She’s very hesitant about 
showing her true emotions because of the rumors 
that would start—People Will Say We’re in Love. 

Curly asks Laurey to go to the party with him 
instead of with Jud. When she won’t change her 
mind. Curly says he’s going down to the smoke¬ 
house to see what makes Jud so special. 

Jud is pacing, polishing his pistol, acting like a 
caged animal, hearing imagined noises when Curly 
enters and not happy to see him. Curly talks glow¬ 
ingly about how wise a move it would be if Jud hung 
himself—it would make him popular for the first 
time in his life, even would make women come to 
his funeral and sing as though their hearts were 
breaking—Pore Jud Is Daid. 

Jud grabs his gun and shoots wildly at the ceiling. 
He doesn’t hit much of anything, fortunately, but it 
brings everyone rushing down to the smokehouse. 
Ali. always the peddler, tries to sell Jud some dirty 
pictures to relieve his loneliness. And. of course, he 
offers to give him Ado Annie. Jud wants no part of 
Annie or pictures or being shut up alone any longer 
— Lonely Room* 

Laurey and her girl friends are gathered, waiting 
to leave for the social. They’re all teasing her about 
going with Jud instead of with Curly, the one she so 
obviously is in love with. Upset. Laurey wants time 
to think, to try to see things more clearly—Out of 
My Dreams. In the subsequent ballet, she day¬ 
dreams. nightmarishly. seeing much too vividly the 
problems she’s having with Jud and with Curly and 
with her romance. 

ACT II 
The party is in full swing at the Skidmore ranch 
house when Andrew Carnes has his say about 
the territorial conflicts between two groups of men 
— The Farmer and the Cowman. 

A free-for-all erupts that threatens to end the 
whole affair until Aunt Eller takes charge and cools 
things off. It’s time to start the bidding for each girl’s 
hamper. Ali. still trying to maneuver his way out of 
marrying Ado Annie, contrives to bid $50 for all the 
gifts Will bought at the fair. He finally gets the money 
and the girl into Will’s hands, then has to make an¬ 
other desperate bid to keep Will from idiotically 
spending his cash again. It works out. at last— 
to Ali’s great relief. 

Lots of people bid for Laurey’s hamper. Even 
Cord Elam (Nick Jolley), the federal marshal, goes 
as high as $5. But. as the bidding goes up and up 
and up. Jud tops each competitor by two bits. Till 
Curly gets into it, selling off his saddle, then his horse, 
then his gun to raise enough immediate cash to buy 
the hamper. Jud swears there’s no hard feelings. 

Will and Ado Annie set the date. Will figures it’s 
time to lay down a few new rules for the way his girl 
acts toward men —All er Nuthin’. 

Jud dances Laurey off alone. When he tries to 
force himself on her. she gets mad and tells him how 
she really feels about him. how much he disgusts 
her; then she fires him on the spot. Jud skulks away, 
threatening revenge. A few moments later Curly 
finds the distraught Laurey. She runs to him for 
protection. He proposes, and finally she admits 
how she feels—People Will Say We’re in Love 
(Reprise). 

Three weeks later Laurey and Curley get mar¬ 
ried—Oklahoma. Gertie shows up at the festivities 
with a brand-new husband, Ali Hakim. He had suc¬ 
cumbed, quite unwillingly, four days earlier, trapped 
by the shot-gun suggestion of her father. Uninvited 
and unwanted, Jud shows up; when he tries to kiss 
Laurey, Curly pushes him away. Jud attacks Curly 
with a knife and in the struggle falls on it, killing 

himself. Cord Elam wants to take Curly into town 
for a trial, but instead of jailing Curly on his wedding 
night. Judge Carnes decides to hold court right 
there. The immediate verdict is “Not guilty.” And 
Curly and Laurey start off on their honeymoon— 
Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’ (Reprise). 

*Christine Andreas is the first brunette Laurey. All others 
have been blondes, and one of the lines in "Lonely Room" 

speaks of her "lonq yeller hair " To accommodate Christine's 
coloring, the lyric during stage performances is "long wauy 
hair." but on the recording it is the original "long yeller hair” 

Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’ 
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Many a New Day People Will Say We’re in Love 
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All er Nuthin’ 
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